Instructions for transferring stock to Solid Ground

Stock donations to Solid Ground (tax ID # 23–7421892) must be transferred to our account at Charles Schwab.

*To deposit stock into this account, deliveries must include the following (verbatim, please):*

Wire to: Citibank NA
New York City, NY  10043
ABA #: 021000089
FBO: Charles Schwab, Inc.
A/C #: 40553953
For the account of Schwab A/C #: 3457–6482
Solid Ground

OR:

DTC number: 0164
Account number: 3457–6482

As you probably know, securities dealers do not inform nonprofits when gifts have been transferred into our account, nor do they provide any information about the source of the gift.

Therefore, in order for us to properly acknowledge and receipt your gift, please alert us when you have initiated the transfer by contacting Maya Hemachandra at 206.694.6803 or mayah@solid-ground.org.